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Introduction�
♢  File sharing is in great demand today 

♢  File synchronization models 
¡  Centralized model 
-  simple implementation, but 
-  centralized control 
-  single point of failure 
-  delivery model mismatch 

¡  Peer-to-peer model 
-  decentralized control 
-  no single point of failure, but 
-  delivery model mismatch 
-  underlying and p2p topology mismatch 
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Can We Share Files in a True 
Distributed Way in NDN? 

♢  Name-based data retrieval 
¡  expressed Interest for the can bring data 
-  from the local database, local environment (WiFi, LAN) 
-  from the original producer or any other user sharing the same folder 

♢  Name-based rendezvous 
¡  Completely distributed, no need for central server 
-  Dedicated instance can act as backup-storage/cloud 

♢  Built-in data-oriented security 
¡  data-oriented provenance, integrity, group-access control 

♢  Local communication is kept local 

♢  Efficient data sharing 
¡  Multicast fashion 
¡  “Multi-peer-to-multi-peer” file sharing 

♢  Support for device mobility and intermittent connectivity 
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ChronoShare:  
Distributed File Sharing in NDN 
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Fig. 2: ChronoShare entities

key pair, which has been certified via an appropriate trust
model (e.g., hierarchical trust model certificate deployed on
NDN testbed [10]). For example, if Alice owns /ucla/Alice

namespace, and UCLA authorizes this ownership, then Alice
can use the key to authorize her devices for the shared folder
by issuing device and shared-folder specific certificates.4 This
way, each user can participate in multiple different shared
folders using the same or different devices.

User devices are actual holders of user-authorized shared
folders. The ChronoShare design assumes that each device can
move from one network to another, having only intermittent
Internet connectivity or even only ad hoc connectivity to other
devices, getting disconnected any time, or being completely
shut down at some point.

A user can create per-device sub-namespaces under his/her
own namespace and publishes data. Assuming Alice owns
/ucla/Alice namespace, her desktop can publish data us-
ing /ucla/Alice prefix, while her laptop and iPad can be
publishing data using more specific /ucla/Alice/laptop and
/ucla/Alice/iPad prefixes. In this way, we leverage the
unique feature of NDN to specify authority and provenance
of the data in the data name and secure this authority using
cryptographic signatures, while all cryptographic operations
can be completely automated using a trust schema [11].

C. Data Naming

NDN “smashes” communication layers by directly using
application-defined names to deliver packets across the net-
work. Therefore, data naming in an NDN application needs
to be cross-layer cautious. In other words, because an NDN
network forwards each Interest packet using the data name car-
ried in the Interest, the name should contain some “routable”
(unicast or multicast) prefix (i.e., a longest match lookup of
the name against the router FIB should be able to find a
matching entry). At the same time, when/if an Interest reaches
the data producer, the Interest name should then identify the
appropriate application process to which this Interest should be
delivered. Finally, when the application receives the Interest,
it needs to use the Interest name internally to “route” this
Interest to the right method to return the requested data.

4Trust model and specific tools for certificate handling and verification is
currently under active research; see [11] for our recent results.
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Fig. 4: Cross-layer design of action names

ChronoShare uses three types of inter-dependent data and
the corresponding naming schemes for files, actions, and
ChronoSync knowledge about the actions. Below we introduce
each of these datasets, their naming design, and their relations.

1) Files: Files in ChronoShare’s shared folder are split
into segments, each segment forming an NDN data packet
that is named, secured, and can be stored in the database
and effectively transmitted over the network. NDN name of
the file segment consists of seven components as illustrated
in Figure 3: creator’s prefix, application name, folder name,
file data type, file name, file version, and file segment. The
creator prefix guides Interests towards the specified creator and
his device of the desired data, serving also as a permanent
file provenance identifier. The next components identify the
application and application instance on the host with the role
similar to port number in IP, while the rest are used internally
by the application to identify a specific file, its version, and
segment of the file.

2) Actions: Similar to the cross-layer consideration of the
file name structure design, ChronoShare defines action names
consisting of creator’s prefix, application name, folder name,
action data type, and action sequence number (Figure 4). Each
user (or each of his or her device) publishes a “stream” of
actions under user’s (or the device’s) namespace, which iden-
tifies the corresponding ChronoShare application and specific
shared folder instance.

Note that the components of the creator’s name, application
name, and folder name are exactly the same in both the
action and the corresponding file names (compare Figure 3
and Figure 4): the file modification by a user in a shared folder
is always paired with the corresponding action item from this
user in the shared folder. Therefore, the content of the action
does not need to include the full NDN name of the file in the
shared folder, only a relative name of the file in the shared
folder and additional meta information about the revision of
this file (version, size, permissions, etc.). Given an action, the



ChronoSync as a Distributed 
Transport Function 
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Fig. 1: Multicast of data is naturally supported in NDN

enabling the recipient to check the provenance and integrity
of the data regardless of how it is obtained (from the data
source, cache, or neighbor). A data packet can be used to
satisfy an interest, as long as the name carried in the interest
is a prefix of or identical to that of the data. An interest can
also carry a selector field to specify preferences in case there
are multiple data packets that can satisfy the interest.

All communication in NDN is receiver-driven, meaning
that the only way for a data packet to be delivered is that
a consumer explicitly sends out an interest requesting this
data first. When receiving a interest, routers add an entry to
the pending interest table (PIT), recording the interface from
which the interest came, and use a forwarding strategy [5]
to determine where to forward the interest. As a result, a
returning data packet can simply trace the reverse path back
to the requester. When multiple interests for the same data
come from the downstreams, NDN routers create only one PIT
entry, remembering all the interfaces from which the interests
came, and forward out only one interest to the upstream. As
shown in Fig. 1, this process essentially constructs a temporary
multicast tree for each requested data item, along which the
data is efficiently delivered to all requesters.

III. CHRONOSYNC DESIGN

In this section we describe the ChronoSync protocol design.
We first present an overview of ChronoSync components, and
then explain the naming rules in Section III-B. Section III-C
shows how ChronoSync maintains the knowledge about the
dataset and Section III-D describes how the changes to the
dataset propagate to all participants. Section III-E and III-F
discuss how ChronoSync handles simultaneous data genera-
tions and network partitions.

To better illustrate the basic components of the ChronoSync
design, we use a group text chat application, ChronoChat, as
an example throughout the paper. While a real chat application
includes a number of essential components, such as roster
maintenance, in our example we introduce only elements that
are directly relevant to ChronoSync.

A. Overview
In the core of any ChronoSync-based application there

are two interdependent components, as shown in Fig. 2: the
ChronoSync module that synchronizes the state of the dataset
and the application logic module that responds to the change
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Fig. 2: ChronoSync overview

of the dataset state. In ChronoChat, ChronoSync module
maintains the current user’s knowledge about all the messages
in the chatroom in the form of a digest tree, as well as history
of the dataset state changes in the form of a digest log. After
ChronoSync module discovers that there are new messages in
the chatroom, it notifies ChronoChat logic module to fetch and
store the messages.

To discover dataset changes, the ChronoSync module of
each ChronoChat instance sends out a sync interest, whose
name contains the state digest that is maintained at the root
of the digest tree. Generally, with the help of digest tree
and digest log, ChronoSync can infer dataset changes directly
and reply to the sync interest with the data containing the
changes, which we henceforth refer to as sync data. In cases of
network partitioning, ChronoSync also uses recovery interests
and recovery data to discover the differences in the dataset
state.

ChronoSync focuses solely on facilitating the synchroniza-
tion of the knowledge about new data items in the dataset,
leaving the decision on what to do after ChronoSync discovers
state changes at the application’s discretion. For example, the
sync data in ChronoChat brings back the names of messages
newly added to the chatroom, and thus a user’s knowledge
of the dataset is brought up to date. However, the user may
decide whether to fetch all the missing messages or just the
most recent ones, if the total number of missing messages is
large (e.g., after recovery from a network partition).

B. Naming rules

One of the most important aspects of application design
in NDN is naming, as the names carry out several critical
functions. The name carried in an interest packet is used by
the network to figure out where to forward it and to determine
which process to pass it to when it reaches the producer.
Also proper naming rules can greatly simplify the design of
applications.

There are two sets of naming rules in ChronoSync: one for
application data names and one for sync data names.2

2The naming for recovery data will be discussed in Section III-F.
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ChronoSync: representation of 
knowledge about actions 

♢  Actions 
¡  Operation on a shared folder 

¡  /Alice/1, /Alice/2, ... 

¡  /Bob/1, /Bob/2, ... 

¡  /Dave/1, /Dave/2 

♢  User’s device node 
¡  Latest user action -> identify all 

actions from the user (on a device) 

¡  /Alice/5  ->  5 actions from Alice 

¡  /Bob/11  -> 11 actions from Bob 

¡  /Dave/19  -> 19 actions from Dave 

♢  State digest (root digest) 
¡  identify state of the whole shared 

dataset 

¡  sha256(/Alice/5, /Bob/11, /Dave/
19) 
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Figure 1: Maintaining knowledge of a shared dataset

tecture allowed us to design and implement Chrono-

Share as a completely distributed file sharing appli-
cation. ChronoShare design is based on a new com-
munication primitive, ChronoSync [5], for distributed
applications over NDN, which is briefly introduced in
Section 2. Being completely distributed, ChronoShare
is also agnostic to the network infrastructure support
and is mobile-friendly : users can seamlessly share files
among their devices, regardless of whether these devices
are stationary and connected to the Internet, or con-
stantly moving and have only intermittent or ad hoc
connectivity. In addition to that, ChronoShare uses
NDN’s data-centric security to keep the provenance of
each file and enable access control to the data.

The rest of the paper tells the story of ChronoShare
through a detailed description of design decisions and
implementation details, exemplifying how the right ar-
chitecture can enable “good old” ways of e�cient and
truly distributed file sharing. Our freely available proto-
type implementation [6] showed very promising results,
even though it is still an open-ended story, with many
research questions yet to be answered.

2. A FEW WORDS ABOUT CHRONOSYNC
A new group communication primitive in NDN, Chro-

noSync [5], enables sharing of knowledge about a given
dataset among a group of participants in a completely
distributed way. This primitive is the most e�cient
when the synchronized dataset consists of a number of
independent sub-datasets, each produced by individual
participant in the sharing group and named sequen-
tially in participant’s namespace (Figure 1). That is,
this form significantly simplifies the task of maintain-
ing the up-to-date knowledge about the dataset, since
each sub-dataset can be completely represented with
the participant’s name prefix and the largest sequence
number. For example in Figure 1, all data produced by
Alice, consisting of five items /Alice/1, . . . , /Alice/5,
can be compactly maintained as a pair of name prefix
/Alice and the sequence number 5.

The knowledge about the whole dataset is encoded by
ChronoSync into a compact crypto digest form (e.g., us-
ing SHA256), which we call the state digest. This digest
is exchanged among all participants in a group commu-

nication using special “sync” Interests. The sync Inter-
ests can be broadcasted directly in small networks or
via broadcast overlays in large networks. When knowl-
edge about the dataset is identical within the group, an
incoming sync Interest will carry digest that is the same
as the one locally maintained. If the state digest car-
ried in the incoming Interest is di↵erent but was seen
before, ChronoSync can use a historical log to directly
infer the cause of the di↵erence (what data the digest
sender missed), and reply with the missing data; other-
wise, ChronoSync uses a state reconciliation method to
determine the di↵erences. Eventually, knowledge about
the dataset gets synchronized, and sync Interests from
all participants will carry an identical state digest.

ChronoSync assures that participants will be notified
about the changes to the dataset in real-time, which is
an important basis for ChronoShare. However, Chrono-
Sync focuses solely on facilitating the synchronization
of the knowledge about new data items in the dataset,
leaving the decision on what to do after the items are
discovered at the application’s discretion, e.g., fetch all
missing dataset items or only the most recent items, or
fetch missing items at a later time when better connec-
tivity becomes available.

3. CHRONOSHARE DESIGN
Like any other application on NDN, the primary focus

of ChronoShare is distributing data, specifically files.
If the name of a file is known, it can be easily re-
trieved from the NDN network, be it NDN-enabled lo-
cal database, local network environment, or a specific
remote producer. Thus, the ultimate task of Chrono-
Share is to discover and maintain the knowledge of what
are the names of files in the shared folder.

3.1 Design decisions
An obvious way to implement file sharing applica-

tion in NDN is to directly synchronize the shared folder
namespace and data [7], in a way similar to many con-
ventional synchronization applications such as rsync [8].
However, this turns out not to be the most e�cient de-
sign pattern, especially for file sharing. In a typical sce-
nario, when one user modifies many files in the shared
folder, shared folder namespace can change dramati-
cally and require non-trivial operations to synchronize
the namespace and fetch missing data. An alternative
design, which we chose for ChronoShare, is to treat in-
dividual user operations as independent streams of “ac-
tions,” where each action specifies which file has been
modified and what changes has been made (new file
or updated content, changed file system permissions, or
the removal of a file).1 By applying actions from all par-

1
Actions are carried in NDN data packets which are named

and signed, automatically adding ownership information for

each action.

2

“Digest	tree”	
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ChronoShare Operations (New/Update) 
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/shared	

/a.jpg		
(v=1,	c=/Alice)	

Shared	Folder	Tree	 Shared	Folder	Ac3ons	

/Alice/1	 UPDATE	/a.jpg	to	v=1	

/Bob/1	 UPDATE	/a.jpg	to	v=2	
/a.jpg		

(v=2,	c=/Bob)	

/Dave/1	 UPDATE	/a.jpg	to	v=3	

/Bob/2	 UPDATE	/a.jpg	to	v=4	

/Dave/2	 UPDATE	/a.jpg	to	v=4	

/a.jpg		
(v=3,	c=/Dave)	

/a.jpg		
(v=4,	c=/Bob)	

/a.jpg		
(v=4,	c=/Dave)	



ChronoShare Operations (Delete) 
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/shared	

/a.jpg		
(v=4,	c=/Dave)	

Shared	Folder	Tree	 Shared	Folder	Ac3ons	

/Alice/2	 UPDATE	/z/b.txt	to	v=1	

/b.txt	
(v=1,	c=/Alice)	

/z	
/Alice/3	 DELETE	/z/b.txt	



ChronoSync Digest Tree Progress 
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/Alice/1	 UPDATE	/a.jpg	to	v=1	

/Bob/1	 UPDATE	/a.jpg	to	v=2	

/Dave/1	 UPDATE	/a.jpg	to	v=3	

/Bob/2	 UPDATE	/a.jpg	to	v=4	

/Dave/2	 UPDATE	/a.jpg	to	v=4	

/Alice/2	 UPDATE	/z/b.txt	to	v=1	

/Alice/3	 DELETE	/z/b.txt	

0x0000...	

/Alice/1	

/Alice/2	

/Alice/3	

/Bob/1	

/Bob/2	

/Dave/1	

/Dave/2	

/Alice/1	 /Bob/1	 /Dave/1	

0xabc1...	0xbbad...	0x112a...	

/Bob/2	 /Dave/2	/Alice/2	/Alice/3	

0x331a...	0xbbaa...	0xccaa...	

Knowledge	about		
ChronoShare	ac?ons	



ChronoShare Namespaces 
♢ Separation of control/data/view 

namespaces 
¡  Control namespace  
- state (ChronoSync): who produced and how much 

data 
- actions: describe produced data 
▻ new files, file updated, file removals 

¡  Data namespace 
- files 

¡  View namespace 
- the same as file system name space 
- file names as user sees them 
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Control Namespace: State 
♢  Naming pattern 
♢  <name-rendezvous>/<app-name>/<folder-name>/<digest> 

♢  Naming components 

♢  <name-rendezvous>: NDN prefix to rendezvous ChronoShare participants 
(who will receive Sync Interests) 

♢  /ndn/multicast 

♢  <app-name>: one-component to demultiplex ChronoShare application 
interests 

♢  ChronoShare 

♢  <folder-name>: one-component to demultiplex ChronoShare interests for a 
specific shared folder 

♢  testing4 

♢  <digest>: root digest representing the shared folder state 

♢  Example 
♢  /ndn/multicast/ChronoShare/testing4/109f75ca81... 
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Control Namespace: Actions 
♢  Naming pattern 

♢  <user’s device name>/<app-name>/ACTION/<folder-name>/<seq-no> 

♢  Naming components 

♢  <user’s device name>: NDN prefix under which user published data on the 
specific device 

♢  This is prefix under which user is authorized data publishing 

♢  Macbook of an Alex in UCLA: /ndn/edu/ucla/alex/macbook 

▻  Hierarchy in affiliation, not location 

▻  Requires authorization from /ndn/edu/ucla to publish under /ndn/edu/ucla/alex prefix 

♢  <seq-no>: number, representing sequence number of the action 

♢  Example 

♢  /ndn/edu/ucla/alex/macbook/ChronoShare/ACTION/testing4/_seq=42 
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Data Namespace: Files 
♢  Naming pattern 

¡  /<user’s device name>/<app-name>/FILE/<version>/<segment> 

♢  Naming components 
¡  <version>: version of the file produced by user’s device 

¡  <segment>: segment number of the file (0 if file has only one 
segment) 

♢  Example 
¡  /ndn/ucla.edu/zhenkai/ChornoShare/FILE/_v=1/_seg=143 
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Advanced Operational Concepts 
♢  Each local action triggers ChronoSync sync’up 

¡  Eventual synchronization across all devices of all users 
¡  Remote users discover that a new action has been applied 

♢  Devices request missing action items 
¡  All devices request the same piece of data 

♢  Action items may result in fetching new/updated file 
data 
¡  Collection of action items builds a shared folder tree 

♢  Local synchronizing policies 
¡  When and which file should be fetched 
-  mobile devices may want to fetch only current version 
-  stationary devices may fetch all the files, prioritizing the current 

version 
¡  When to facilitate heterogeneous devices and connectivity  
-  Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, cellular 
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Handle Mobility and Disconnects 
♢  Basic system picture 

¡  User/device names are in general location-independent 
¡  If a name prefix is in FIB, it is reachable, otherwise its location prefix 

should be in FIB 
-  LINK object to reach one  
    the users 

♢  The focus is on getting desired data, instead of tracking 
device status or locations 
¡  Find device location prefix on a “need to know” basis 
¡  A device can report its current location prefix 

♢  How it works: focus on file, not device 
¡  SYNC Interest brings back action data (=action+file name), 
¡  Use file-name to fetch, if no reply, send to broadcast channel, 

asking “who has this file?” 
¡  Whoever has the file replies with its location-prefix 

♢  Handle device disconnect by fetching from cached copies 
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Conclusions 
♢  ChronoSync provides universal function for 

distributed communication 
¡  restrictions of ChoronoSync (per-producer 

sequence number) does not prohibit more 
complex applications to be build on top of it 

¡  Use of an extra level of indirection 

♢  NDN with the use of ChronoSync-based 
ChronoShare brings back truly distributed 
and secure file sharing 
¡  name-based multicast, mobile, and DTN-style 

data retrieval 
¡  name-based rendezvous 
¡  name-based communication scoping 
¡  data-oriented security 
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Thanks 
♢ Questions? 

♢ Email: aa@cs.ucla.edu 
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